ASSEMBLY REPORT- CLASS XII
Dated: 16th April 2021
An assembly on the topic 'World of Opportunities' was conducted by the students of class XII
(Commerce Stream) of DPS, Gurgaon on 16th April 2021 on Zoom platform. It was held at
1:15pm after online classes.
The children heartily welcomed the Director Principal, Ms. Aditi Misra and the Headmistress,
Senior Wing, Ms. Arpna Gupta. The assembly commenced with an introduction of the topic and
the students emphasized on the importance of preparing oneself to face the challenges of the
world and grab opportunities that come their way. A motivating and thought-provoking video on
turning hardships into opportunities, seeking them and taking action, was shown. Key takeaways
from the presentation included, having the courage to move forward with an adversity, turning it
into success and transforming a loss now into a win later. Opportunities were rightly described as
‘the staircase that takes you higher’. Everyone was encouraged to see the silver lining in things
and look at the blank space as infinity waiting to be unpacked. The students talked about how
one must never be afraid to do something new, as often unexpected paths lead to unexpected
treasures. The assembly reiterated the importance of having hope and viewing challenges with a
fresh perspective.
The Director Principal, Ms. Aditi Misra, applauded the students for their presentation on this
unique and relevant topic. She spoke about the present situation prevalent all around and urged
the students to make the most of this time at home, to hone skills and hobbies and learn
something new. As an ideal role model, she shared with the students the reality of turning
hardships into opportunities, through her experience in building this esteemed school. She shared
the difficulties she faced and inspired the students to tackle challenges with determination.
On a parting note, she shared three essential attributes that one must inculcate to stay strong
through all obstacles: being grateful, being ready to adapt to change and staying positive under
all circumstances.
It was a well presented and inspiring assembly that left everyone feeling energized and
determined to move ahead with resilience and focus.

